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Model talking through routines, such as
cooking dinner or driving. Creating a

running dialogue of what you are doing
will significantly expand a child's

vocabulary. Encourage them to take
turns in conversation, listen, respond to

questions and follow instructions.  

Talk, talk, talk! 
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Oral blending and segmenting 
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Play with the sounds in words. You can
start by identifying and clapping the

syllables, listening for initial sounds and
alliteration, blending the onset and rime
and building up to identifying phonemes
(single unit of sound) in words. All this
will provide an amazing foundation for

later reading and writing.  



Develop vocabulary 
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The amount of words children know
at a young age is an strong

predictor of later academic success.  

Extend children's sentences and
introduce them to words that mean

the same. 

big - large, huge, massive, great



Describe and comment

Talk through, describe and comment on
what your child is doing. You can also
model extending their sentences and
this way broaden their vocabulary.

 
 Extend 'red bus' to 'large red bus', 
'green leaf' to 'crunchy green leaf'. 
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Listen to stories and rhymes 
Sharing stories is hugely important in the early

years. It shows children that print has meaning, how
to hold a book correctly and turn the page and

develops a love of reading. The repetition of stories
deepens familiarity and engagement so don't worry
about reading the same story over and over again!

 
 Rhyme is also a key indicator for later academic

success. If children know 8 nursery rhymes by the
time they are 4 they are more likely to be better

readers and spellers by the time they are 8. 
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Environmental sounds 
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Listen to the sounds all around you,
mimick the sounds you hear and model

describing them. Create music with
parts of your bodies and encourage

your child to copy and follow a rhythm.
Try adding sound effects to familiar
stories and rhymes. All of this will
develop speaking and listening skills

which are vital before learning Phonics. 
 


